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ABSTRACT
In order to make people truly beneﬁt from data sharing,
we need technical solutions to assuring the trustworthiness
of data received from parties one may not have encountered
in the past. Assured data provenance is an important means
for this purpose because it (i) allows data providers to get
credited for their contribution or sharing of data, (ii) is able
to hold the data providers accountable for the data they
contributed, and (iii) enables the data providers to supply
high-quality data in a self-healing fashion. While the above
(i) and (ii) have been investigated to some extent, the above
(iii) is a new perspective that, to our knowledge, has not
been investigated in the literature. In this paper, we introduce a novel cryptographic technique that can simultaneously oﬀer these properties. Our technique is called editable
signatures, which allow a user, Bob, to edit (e.g., replace,
modify, and insert) some portions of the message that is contributed and signed by Alice such that the resulting edited
message is jointly signed by Alice and Bob in some fashion. While it is easy to see that the above (i) and (ii) are
achieved, the above (iii) is also achieved because Bob may
have a better knowledge of the situation that allows him to
provide more accurate/trustworthy information than Alice,
who may intentionally or unintentionally enter inaccurate or
even misleading data into an information network. This is
useful because Alice’s inaccurate or even misleading information will never be released into an information network if
it can be “cleaned” or “healed” by Bob. Speciﬁcally, we propose two novel cryptographic constructions that can be used
to realize the above functions in some practical settings.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Because malicious attackers could intentionally enter inaccurate, misleading, or even malicious data into an information network with the aim to inﬂuence or manipulate honest
people’s decision-making, we need technical means to help
end users (or data consumers) evaluate the trustworthiness
of data received from other parties. Data provenance has a
great potential for fulﬁlling this goal (see, for example, [6, 3,
19, 20, 11, 10]), as long as data provenance information (or
provenance data) is adequately protected. Although protecting data provenance is especially important in settings
where attacks are possible, it was not until very recently researchers started investigating the security issues related to
data provenance [7, 12, 24, 23, 22].

1.1

Assured Data Provenance

While several kinds of data provenance can be relevant in
real-life applications, the arguably most important type of
provenance information is the so-called source provenance
[8], which gives the origin of a piece of data. Existing studies on data provenance, such as those mentioned above,
mainly focused on passive data provenance, meaning that
data providers only need to associate the data they contributed with their digital signatures. However, this is not
suﬃcient in many settings. For example, when the private signing key of a user has been compromised but without being promptly detected/revoked, the compromised key
may be abused to sign messages that would be treated as
trustworthy by receivers because the messages were digitally
signed and the signatures can be veriﬁed using non-revoked
public keys. Moreover, a dishonest user may intentionally
abuse the fact — one’s private signing key could have been
compromised but without being detected — to inject inaccurate/misleading/malicious information into an information
network possibly without being detected and punished. In
addition, even an honest user, whose private signing key is
adequately protected, may unintentionally inject inaccurate
information into an information network just because she is
unable to observe or produce more precise data.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed Systems; D.4.6 [Security and Protection]: Authentication
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The aforementioned potential threats against traditional
passive data provenance approach inspires us of the following question: How can we achieve proactive or assured data
provenance so that people can truly beneﬁt from the large
amount of data available to them? By assured data provenance, we informally mean the following: (i) Data providers
can get credited for their contribution or sharing of data,
which is important because the providers can have incentives for sharing, possibly higher quality, data. (ii) Data
providers can be held accountable for the data they provide,
which is important because such accountability can be seen
as a deterrence against the introduction of malicious information. (iii) Data providers can jointly “clean” or “heal”
the inaccurate, low-quality, misleading, or even malicious
information before the relevant data items are released into
an information network. Note that we are by-no-means advocating data censorship; in contrast, we believe that the
users, who have some relevant data, together might be able
to provide more trustworthy data than they individually do.
To see the potential value of assured data provenance, let us
look at the following example scenario (see also Figure 1).

1.2

Bob

M3 is released and can be
verified using Alice’s, Bob’s, and
Cindy’s public keys together

Discussion on Solution Space

Having introduced the usefulness of assured data provenance, let us explore how this problem may be resolved using
existing techniques. The ﬁrst attempt would be to let Bob
sign, in addition to M2 , M1 as well as Alice’s signature on
M1 . This would allow Cindy to know that M2 is partially
derived from M1 and additionally contributed by Bob. This
approach has several drawbacks and does not quite fulﬁll
the aforementioned assured data provenance because of the
following. (i) The resulting communication is the accumulation of the history of M2 . This can be very signiﬁcant, for
example, when M1 and M2 have (roughly) the same large
size and when there are many signers since the communication cost is proportional to the number of signers. (ii) Cindy
has to verify two digital signatures, one by Alice on M1 and
the other by Bob on M2 . In general, the number of digital
signatures that need be veriﬁed is also proportional to the
number of signers, which could be a heavy burden especially
when M1 and M2 are large (even if they have much content
in common). (iii) Even if Cindy may be allowed to known
the modiﬁcations by Bob, it might be desired in many applications that only the resulting message M3 is exposed to
the outside receivers. The above approach cannot achieve
this because the portions of message, which were originally
written/signed by Alice and later modiﬁed/replaced by Bob
and/or Cindy, are also exposed to the outside receivers. One
may suggest to use encryption to hide the inner layers of
messages and signatures, but this approach incurs extra keymanagement complexity, which as we will show is unnecessary.
The second attempt would be to let Alice and Bob sign
M2 together, namely that Alice signs M2A and Bob signs
M2B because assured data provenance requires accountability. This would require interaction between Alice and Bob
because Bob needs to inform Alice which part of her message
M1 has been modiﬁed by him. This approach would avoid
the aforementioned drawbacks of the ﬁrst attempt because
of the following. (i) The resulting communication to Cindy
is only M2 plus its signature and the resulting communication to the outsider receivers is only M3 plus its signature. (ii) Cryptographic aggregate techniques can “merge”
Alice’s, Bob’s, and Cindy’s signatures into a single one. (iii)
The receiver cannot infer, for example, the content originally drafted by Alice but later modiﬁed by Bob or Cindy
as long as the underlying communication channels are private, which is much easier to implement than a full-ﬂedged
key management. However, this approach has the very signiﬁcant drawback that it requires interactions between the
signers. For two-party scenarios, it requires one interaction
between the two signers. However, for n-party scenarios, it
could require n(n−1)
interactions in the worst case because
2
the content of each signer may be edited/modiﬁed by later

M2 (≠ M1) edited by
Bob, co-signed by
Alice and Bob

M1 digitally signed
by Alice
Alice

would be more trustworthy than M2 , which in turn would be
more trustworthy than M1 . Note that the above argument
would be true even if Alice’s private signing key has been
compromised without being detected because M1 will be
edited by Bob and Cindy as shown in the example. This can
be further enhanced by regulating that a message digitally
signed by a single user, say M1 signed by Alice alone, is not
deemed as trustworthy as a message that is signed (after
editing) by multiple users, correspondingly M3 in the above
example.

Cindy
M3 (≠ M1, ≠ M2) edited
by Cindy, co-signed by
Alice and Bob and Carl

Figure 1: An example of three-party sequentiallyeditable signature: M1 is originally signed by Alice, M2 is edited and “cleaned” by Bob from M1 ,
M3 is further edited and “cleaned” by Cindy from
M2 . M3 can be verified using the public keys of
Alice, Bob, and Cindy.
Suppose a team of colleagues who need jointly write a report that must be appropriately signed (i.e., each one must
be responsible for what he/she wrote in the report) because
the report may be used as an input in a decision-making process. More speciﬁcally, suppose Alice drafted a message M1 ,
signed it with her private key, and sent Bob M1 as well as her
digital signature on M1 . Now, Bob may need to partially
edit the message M1 by adding new content and/or modifying some portions of M1 , simply because he has better
or more accurate information about the message content (or
semantics). Denote by M2 the resulting new message, which
consists of two parts M2A and M2B , where M2A (which can
be a proper portion of M1 ) was contributed by Alice and
M2B is contributed by Bob. How should message M2 be
digitally signed so that the receiver of M2 can verify that
Bob is indeed responsible for the content of M2B and Alice
is responsible for the content of M2A ? This type of accountability is an important means for enhancing the trustworthiness of M2 . As shown in Figure 1, the above two-party
editing chain, namely Alice→Bob, can be naturally extended
to multi-party chains (e.g., Alice→Bob→Cindy→ . . .).
Assuming that Alice, Bob, and Cindy are honest and that
Bob and Cindy do not modify the respective contents of M1
and M2 unless he/she is certain about the modiﬁcations, M3
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ones. The heavy interaction requirement may block the signing process unless all the signers always stay online. (Note
that the above discussion also disqualiﬁes the attempt to let
the signers interactively edit messages without signing until the ﬁnal message has been agreed upon. One burden of
this naive approach is that the signers have to keep track of
“who said what” and may cause disputes given that no one
has really “committed” anything before he signs in the ﬁnal
phase.)
The above discussion raises the following question: Can
we have a cryptographic mechanism that can avoid all of the
drawbacks mentioned above? In this paper, we answer this
question aﬃrmatively by presenting a novel cryptographic
tool for this purpose.

1.3

may be drafted by one signer and edited by other signers. For the sake of convenience, let us treat a message
Mi = (m1 , . . . , m ) as an ordered set of  elements, with
possibly some mj =⊥ where ⊥ is a placeholder and a special message block (but is not signed in a cryptographical
sense as it will become clear later). In other words, Mi
is treated as an ordered set Mi = {m1 , . . . , m } or equivalently {(1, m1 ), . . . , (, m )}; these representations will be
used interchangeably as it will become clear from the context. Nevertheless, there are three subtle issues.
First, who should decide which signer can sign/edit which
message blocks? Note that in the most general case, a signer
Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) does not have to restrict “which message blocks can be edited by which of the future signers Aj
(i < j ≤ n).” However, it may be desired sometimes that Ai
can pre-determine which message blocks may be edited by
which signers. This can only be achieved, of course, when
the future signers do not sign messages from scratch (otherwise, for example, A2 can simply disregard σ1 on message
M1 while signing M1 using sk2 ). This does have practical
meanings in assured data provenance because A2 may not
want to be held accountable for the message blocks in M2
but was provided by M1 , namely the message blocks belonging to M1 ∩ M2 , while A2 is responsible for the message
blocks belonging to M2 \ M1 . Moreover, in some cases it
may be even desired that certain blocks of a ﬁnal message
must be signed by certain pre-deﬁned signers (e.g., such predetermined attribution may be up to the ﬁrst signer A1 ).
This allows to introduce some kind of access control that
may be needed in some application scenarios.
Second, how should we represent and reﬂect the editing
operations? Suppose the signers eventually generate a signature σ on a message Mn = (m1 , . . . , m ). To reﬂect the
editing operations, each message block mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ , is associated with Γi , which bookkeeps the identities of its signers.
In any case, the editing operation implies that each message
block is signed at least by one signer, but it is not necessary
that every message block is signed by the same set of signers.
Third, how are the (intermediate) signatures veriﬁed? The
key issue here is, unlike σ1 that can be veriﬁed using pk1
alone, how σ2 will be veriﬁed. In general, σ2 might need be
veriﬁed using both pk1 and pk2 because portion of M2 was
actually produced and thus signed by A1 (and possibly by
A2 as well), and the other portion of M2 was actually produced and thus signed by A2 only. As we elaborate below,
editable signatures are indeed general and accommodate the
very useful notions of multisignatures, which allow multiple
signers to endorse the same message (the concept was introduced by [13] and numerous elegant schemes have been
proposed, including [4, 1]), and aggregate signatures, which
allow to “absorb” multiple signers’ signatures on multiple
messages into a single one so as to reduce the length of signature tags (the concept was introduced by [4] and numerous
elegant schemes have been proposed, including [15, 2, 16]).
Speciﬁcally, we encounter the following interesting scenarios
(using n = 2 as an example):

Our Contributions

The conceptual contribution of the present paper is the introduction of assured data provenance, which moves a step
beyond the current paradigm of passive data provenance.
The most important technical contribution of the present
paper is the introduction of a new type of digital signatures
called editable signatures. (Non-interactive) editable signatures are especially useful for assured data provenance when
multiple signers need to jointly sign a message, which is the
ﬁnal outcome of some editing process (rather than in the
much simpler case when the message is given as input in the
beginning of the signing protocol), and might be of independent value.
We present two concrete non-interactive editable signature schemes. The ﬁrst scheme gives the signers much freedom in the sense that any one can edit any message blocks.
The resulting scheme is proven secure in the random oracle
model, but it requires O(n) pairing operations to verify such
a signature. The second scheme gives the signers less freedom because it restricts which signer can edit which message
blocks. Nevertheless, the resulting scheme is proven secure
in the standard model (i.e., without using random oracle)
while requiring only O(1) pairing operations to verify such
a signature.
Paper organization. Section 2 presents deﬁnitions of editable signatures. Section 3 describes the cryptographic preliminaries. Sections 4 and 5 present and analyze our two
editable signature schemes, respectively. Section 6 brieﬂy
discusses previous related work. Section 7 concludes the paper with a discussion on future research directions.

2.
2.1

DEFINITION AND SECURITY MODEL
High-level Ideas

Suppose that there are n (sequential) signers {Ai |i =
1, . . . , n}, each having a pair of public and private keys
(pki , ski ), and that A1 is the ﬁrst signer (or the initiator),
who drafts the ﬁrst message M1 and generates a signature
σ1 on M1 using its private key sk1 . A1 sends (M1 , σ1 ) possibly through a secure channel to the next signer A2 . (Note
that the secure channel can be realized using standard cryptosystems.) Then, A2 will “edit” message M1 to obtain a
new message M2 with an accompanying signature σ2 , which
is partly based on σ1 . We also call the other signers the
editors because they can edit both the messages and signatures provided by previous signers in some fashion. To
facilitate message editing, we divide a message into  blocks
(chunks), namely Mi = (m1 , . . . , m ), so that a block mj

1) A2 simply inherits whatever A1 said in M1 . A2 may
sign (some message blocks of) M2 using its private key
sk2 . When A2 signs M2 , σ2 is a multisignature on
message M1 .
2) A2 deletes some actual (i.e., non-⊥) message blocks
in M1 and without adding actual message blocks (to
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• Δ: The set of indices of message blocks that can be
edited by an editor.

replace the deleted message blocks). In this case, the
non-⊥ blocks of M2 may be signed by both A1 and
A2 (i.e., eﬀectively a multisignature), or A2 only signs
some message blocks of M2 . It is challenging to technically allow this because we need to enable A2 to “cancel” the portion of A1 ’s signature on M1 \ M2 , without
giving A1 ’s private key to A2 .

• C ⊆ S, I ⊆ C and I ⊆ Δ: Suppose Ai (1 < i ≤ n) receives M = (m1 , . . . , m ) and outputs M  = (m1 , . . . , m ).
Then C is the set of indices of message blocks that Ai
does not edit, no matter Ai is allowed to edit or not.
In other words, C = {i|mi = mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ }.
I is the set of indices of message blocks that Ai does
sign (because, for example, Ai is certain about the content of these message blocks). Note that it is possible
that I \ Δ = ∅, meaning that Ai can sign the message
blocks Ai is not allowed to edit.
I is the set of indices of message blocks that Ai indeed
edited. Note that I = Δ \ (C ∩ Δ) = Δ \ C.

3) A2 adds (but not necessarily appends) some actual
message blocks to M1 . The resulting signature is an
aggregate signature, where the message blocks belonging to M1 may be signed by both A1 and A2 (i.e.,
eﬀectively a multisignature) and the message blocks
belonging to M2 \ M1 are signed by A2 alone. It is also
possible A2 signs some message blocks of M1 ∩ M2 .

• edinfoi−1 = (KΔ , Δ) and edinfoi = (KΔ , Δ ), where
1 < i ≤ n: In the case 1 < i < n, editor Ai uses
the input auxiliary information edinfoi−1 = (KΔ , Δ) to
edit the message blocks in message Mi−1 as speciﬁed
by Δ, where KΔ is the set of “editing keys” needed for
editing signature σi−1 provided by Ai−1 with respect
to Δ. Suppose Ai determines to allow the next editor
Ai+1 to edit message blocks as speciﬁed by Δ . Then
Ai will also prepare auxiliary information edinfoi =
(KΔ , Δ ) for next editor Ai+1 , who can then use KΔ
to edit the message blocks in message Mi as speciﬁed
by Δ .
In the case i = n, editor Ai = An does the same as the
above, except that it does not prepare edinfoi as it is
the last editor.

4) A2 completely disagrees with what A1 said in M1 . In
this case, σ2 is indeed a normal signature on M2 that
can be veriﬁed using public key pk2 alone.
5) A2 modiﬁes (i.e., not adding or deleting) some message
blocks. This is likely the most common scenario in
practice, where the message blocks belonging to M1 ∩
M2 are produced and signed by A1 and possibly signed
by A2 as well (i.e., eﬀectively a multisignature), the
original message blocks belonging to M1 \ (M1 ∩ M2 )
were produced and signed by A1 and later edited by
A2 , the message blocks belonging to M2 \(M1 ∩M2 ) are
newly produced and signed by A2 , and the resulting
signature is an aggregate signature in spirit. Again, it
is challenging because we need to enable A2 to “cancel”
the portion of A1 ’s signature on M1 \ (M1 ∩ M2 ).

• Γi : The set of indices of message blocks (including
possibly ⊥ blocks) signed by Ai .

Remark 2.1. Non-interactive editable signatures may have
an inherent drawback as we show in the following example.
Suppose there are n = 3 signers, each message has  = 2
blocks, A1 produces M1 = (m1 , m2 ), A2 edits M1 to produce
M2 = (m1 , ⊥), and A3 edits M2 to produce M3 = (m1 , m2 ),
which is possible because A2 thinks m2 is wrong data but
both A1 and A3 think m2 is correct data. In the resulting
signature on M3 , m2 is only signed by A3 while A1 actually signed it as well. This may be seen as a kind of loss of
information in applications such as evaluating the trustworthiness of M3 . This appears to be inherent to non-interactive
editable signatures, and we leave it to future work to resolve
this issue.

2.2

• L: The list of pairs (pki , Γi ), which allows to correctly
indicate “who signed which actual message blocks” and
allows to verify signatures.
The functional deﬁnition of (sequential but) non-interactive
editable signatures is described as follows.
Definition 2.2. A non-interactive editable signature scheme
ES = (Setup, Gen, FSign, ESign, Vf) consists of the following
algorithms or protocols:
Setup(1λ ): A randomized algorithm (possibly run by a central authority) that takes as input a security parameter λ, produces a set of global public parameters pp,
and possibly speciﬁes which signers have a ﬁnal say on
which message blocks (e.g., based on some policy).

Functional Definition

Suppose n signers A1 , A2 , . . . , An want to jointly edit and
sign messages up to  blocks in the fashion discussed above.
For the sake of clariﬁcation, here we summarize the main
notations used in the paper:

Gen(pp): A probabilistic algorithm that, on input of public
parameters pp, outputs an honest signer’s pair of private and public keys (sk, pk).

• Ai : The i-th signer (or editor if i = 1) and A1 is the
ﬁrst signer (initiator), where 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

FSign(pp, sk1 , M1 ): Assume A1 is the ﬁrst signer with a pair
of private and public keys (sk1 , pk1 ). Given pp, M1 =
(m1 , . . . , m ) with possibly some mi =⊥, A1 uses its
private key sk1 to generate a signature σ1 on M1 , chooses
a set Δ ⊆ S, generates auxiliary information edinfo1 =
(KΔ , Δ) which may be optional but otherwise allows
the others to edit M1 and σ1 properly, and sets L1 =
(pk1 , Γ1 ) where Γ1 ⊆ S indicates the (actual) message
blocks A1 signed. Finally, it outputs (M1 , σ1 , L1 , edinfo1 ),
which will be sent to the second signer A2 possibly over
a private channel.

• S: The set of all indices of message blocks (i.e., S =
{1, . . . , }).
• M = (m1 , . . . , m ) and M  = (m1 , . . . , m ): M is the
message Ai (1 < i ≤ n) received from signer Ai−1 . M 
is the message sent by signer Ai to signer Ai+1 when
1 < i < n, and is the ﬁnal message when i = n (in
this case, the ﬁnal message M  and its signature are
released into an information network).
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ESign(pp, ski , Mi , Mi−1 , σi−1 , Li−1 , edinfoi−1 ) for 1 < i ≤ n:
Given the public parameters pp, Mi−1 , the received
σi−1 , Li−1 = [(pk1 , Γ1 ), . . . , (pki−1 , Γi−1 )], and the resulting message Mi after Ai edits Mi−1 , signer Ai ﬁrst
checks the validity of (Mi−1 , σi−1 , Li−1 ) via the following algorithm Vf(pp, Mi−1 , σi−1 , Li−1 ). If invalid, Ai
rejects and aborts; otherwise, Ai uses its private key
ski and the received auxiliary information edinfoi−1 =
(KΔ , Δ) to edit the received signature σi−1 to produce
signature σi , prepares (Mi , σi , Li , edinfoi ) where Li =
[(pk1 , Γ1 ), . . . , (pki , Γi )] and edinfoi = null if i ≥ n
and edinfoi = (KΔ , Δ ) otherwise. If i < n, Ai sends
(Mi , σi , Li , edinfoi ) to signer Ai+1 ; otherwise, (Mi , σi , Li )
is the ﬁnal message as well as its signature (that can
be released to some information network). Note that
Δ may be determined by Ai according to some policy, and KΔ may be derived from edinfoi−1 and Ai ’s
own private information. Note also that edinfoi may
be optional.

Experiment ExpES
iu.cma (A):
1. pp ← Setup(1λ ); (pk , sk ) ← Gen(pp); M ← φ.
2. Run A(pp, pk ) with pk1 = pk by handling oracle
queries as follows:
• To query key registration oracle, if a user
wants to register pk with corresponding sk,
the oracle requires sk. If sk is valid with respect to pk, the oracle returns (pk, cpk ), where
cpk is the public key certiﬁcate. We use a
list consisting of certList = {(pk, cpk , sk)} to
record the registered keys.
• To query the FSign oracle, A prepares Δ ⊆
S = {1, . . . , } and message M . A can initiate
the FSign oracle concurrently and can interact
with “clones” of the honest signer, where each
clone maintains its own state, uses its own
coins and the keys (pk , sk ) and then outputs
M , σ, edinfo = (KΔ , Δ) and L = (pk1 , S).
Bookkeep previously signed message blocks in
M.

Vf(pp, M, σ, L): Given parameters pp, L (the set of signers’
public keys), a message M and an alleged signature
σ, this deterministic algorithm outputs 0 (reject) or 1
(accept).
We require an editable signature scheme to be correct,
meaning that if all signers follow the protocols, then all of
the resulting signatures will always be accepted as valid.

2.3

• To query the hash oracle, A submits a string
and obtains its corresponding value from a
random oracle (this oracle is optional if the
scheme is constructed in the standard model).

Security Model

• Finally, A outputs a signature (M, σ, L),
where M = (m1 , . . . , m ).

Informally, security of non-interactive editable signature
schemes requires that it is infeasible for an attacker to forge
an editable signature involving at least one honest signer.
Without loss of generality, we assume there is a single honest signer. The adversary can corrupt the other signers, and
can choose their keys arbitrarily (but we require users to
prove knowledge of their private keys during public-key registration with a Certiﬁcation Authority or CA). More specifically, we require the adversary to hand all the private keys
of the compromised signers to the CA, meaning that our
scheme operates in the so-called Knowledge of Secret Key
(KOSK) model [2]; we leave it to future work to weaken the
operational model [17] as will be discussed in Section 7. Security deﬁnition will be split into two scenarios depending
on who will be the target of attack: the ﬁrst signer (called
initiator unforgeability) or a future signer (called editor unforgeability). Both deﬁnitions are extensions to
the classical security notion of digital signatures [9].
For initiator unforgeability, we require that no attacker can have a non-negligible advantage in the experiment
speciﬁed in Figure 2, where the advantage of adversary A
against ES = (Setup, Gen, FSign, ESign, Vf) is deﬁned as the
probability that experiment ExpES
iu.cma (A) outputs 1.

3. If (Vf(pp, M, L) = 1) ∧ (pk ∈ L[1]) ∧ mi ∈
/M=1
where mi ∈ M is signed by sk and L[1] \ {pk } ⊂
certList[1], then return 1, otherwise return 0.
Note that L[1] and certList[1] represent the sets of
the ﬁrst coordinates of L and certList, respectively.

Figure 2: Initiator-Unforgeability Experiment
Definition 2.4 (Editor Unforgeability). We say that
an adversary can (t, ε2 )-break the editor unforgeability
of ES, if it in time t, has an advantage more than ε2 (i.e.,
Pr[ExpES
eu.cma (A) = 1] ≥ ε2 ). If there are no such adversaries,
we say the scheme is (t, ε2 )-editor-unforgeable.

3.

PRELIMINARIES

Cryptographic setting and assumption. In this section
we brieﬂy review some standard cryptographic setting [5].
Let G and GT be two (multiplicative) cyclic groups of prime
order p where the group actions on G, GT can be computed
eﬃciently, g be a generator of G, and e : G × G → GT be an
eﬃciently computable map with the following properties:

Definition 2.3 (Initiator Unforgeability). We say
that an adversary can (t, ε1 )-break the initiator unforgeability of ES, if it in time t, has an advantage more than
ε1 (i.e., Pr[ExpES
iu.cma (A) = 1] ≥ ε1 ). If there are no such adversaries, we say the scheme is (t, ε1 )-initiator-unforgeable.

 Bilinear: for all u, v ∈ G and a, b ∈ Zp , e(ua , v b ) =
e(u, v)ab ;

For editor unforgeability, we require that no attacker
can gain a non-negligible advantage in the experiment speciﬁed in Figure 3, where the advantage of adversary A against
ES = (Setup, Gen, FSign, ESign, Vf) is deﬁned as the probability that experiment ExpES
eu.cma (A) outputs 1.

 Non-degenerate: e(g, g) = 1.
We say G is a bilinear group if it satisﬁes these requirements.
Definition 3.1. ([5]) In a bilinear group G, the Compu-
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key pk = g x . The private key is sk = x. The scheme
also needs a random oracle H : {0, 1}∗ → G.

Experiment ExpES
eu.cma (A):

BLS.Sig(sk, m) : Given private key sk = x, and message m,
compute and output σ = H(m)x as the signature.

1. pp ← Setup(1λ ); (pk , sk ) ← Gen(pp); M ← φ.
Without loss of generality, we assume (pk , sk ) =
(pki , ski ) where i > 1.

BLS.Ver(pk, m, σ) : On input public key pk = g x , message
M , and alleged signature σ, verify that

2. Run A(pp, pk ) by handling oracle queries as follows:

?

e(σ, g)=e(H(m), pk)
holds; if so, output 1 (accept), otherwise output 0 (reject).

• To query key registration oracle, if a user
wants to register a public key pk corresponding to private key sk, the oracle requires sk.
If sk is valid with respect to pk, the oracle returns (pk, cpk ) where cpk is the public
key certiﬁcate. We use a list consisting of
certList = {(pk, cpk , sk)} to record the registered keys.

It was proven in [5] that the scheme is existentially unforgeable under adaptive chosen-message attack [9] based on the
hardness of the CDH problem in the random oracle model.
Waters signatures [21]. Since we will use the Waters
signature scheme in [21] as a starting point for our second
scheme presented in Section 5, we here brieﬂy review it. Suppose a message is a bit string belonging to {0, 1}k for some
ﬁxed k (in practice one may ﬁrst apply a collision-resistant
hash function H  : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}k to messages of arbitrary
length). The scheme uses, in the afore-mentioned cryptographic setting, random generators g, d ∈ G and a vector of
another k + 1 random elements μ = (u , u1 , . . . , uk ) ∈ Gk+1 ,
where u , u1 , . . . , uk deﬁne a function H(·) that given m =
k

(b1 , . . . , bk ) ∈ {0, 1}k , maps m to H(m) = u
ubi i ∈ G.

• To query the ESign oracle, A prepares M  ,
(M, σ, L), and edinfo = (KΔ , Δ). A can initiate the ESign oracle concurrently and can interact with “clones” of the honest signer, where
each clone maintains its own state, uses its
own coins and the keys (pk , sk ) and then
outputs (M  , σ  , L , edinfo ). Bookkeep previously signed blocks are included in M.

i=1

• To query the hash oracle, A submits a string
and obtains its corresponding value from random oracle (this oracle is optional if the
scheme operates in the standard model).

The scheme WS = (W.Gen(1λ ), W.Sig(sk, m), W.Ver(pk, m, σ))
is speciﬁed as follows.
R

W.Gen(1λ ) : Pick x←Zp and compute B ← e(h, g x ). The
public key is pk = (μ, B, d, g) and the private key is
sk = dx .

• Finally, A outputs a signature (M, σ, L),
where M = (m1 , . . . , m ).

W.Sig(sk, m) : Given sk and message m = (b1 , . . . , bk ) ∈

3. If (Vf(pp, M, L) = 1) ∧ (pk ∈ L[1]) ∧ mi ∈
/ M) = 1
where mi ∈ M is signed by sk and L[1] \ {pk } ⊂
certList[1], then return 1; otherwise, return 0.

R

{0, 1}k , pick a random r←Zp and compute
s ← dx · H(m)r

and

t ← gr .

The signature is σ = (s, t) ∈ G2 .

Figure 3: Editor-Unforgeability Experiment

W.Ver(pk, m, σ) : Given public key pk, m = (b1 , . . . , bk ) ∈
{0, 1}k , and σ = (s, t) ∈ G2 , verify that

tational Diﬃe-Hellman (CDH) problem is: given (g, g a , g b ) ∈

?

e(s, g)=A · e (t, H(m))

R

G3 for some a, b ← Zp , ﬁnd g ab ∈ G.

holds; if so, output 1 (accept), otherwise output 0 (reject).

Deﬁne the success probability of an algorithm A in solving
the CDH problem on G as


R
def
= Pr g ab ← A(g, g a , g b ) : a, b←Zp .
Advcdh
A

It was proven in [21] that the scheme is existentially unforgeable under adaptive chosen-message attack [9] based on the
hardness of the CDH problem without using random oracles.

The probability is taken over the random choice of g from G,
of a, b from Zp , and the coin tosses of A. We say an algorithm
A (t, ε)-breaks the CDH problem on G if A runs in time at
most t and Advcdh
≥ ε. If no adversary A can (t, ε)-break
A
the CDH problem on G, we say the CDH problem on G is
(t, ε)-secure.

4.

FULLY EDITABLE SIGNATURES

In this section we present a non-interactive fully-editable
signature scheme, which gives the editors much freedom in
terms of the message blocks they can edit. Speciﬁcally, in
such a scheme an editor can edit the received message by
itself and can assign to other editors the capability of further
editing. Let H : {0, 1}∗ → G be a hash function (random
oracle). For 1 ≤ i ≤ , deﬁne

1,
if mi = ⊥
H(i||mi ||pk1 ) =
H(i||mi ||pk1 ), if mi = ⊥.

BLS signatures [5]. Since we will use the BLS signature
scheme [5] as a starting point for our ﬁrst scheme (presented
in Section 4), we now review the BLS signature scheme
BLS = (BLS.Gen(1λ ), BLS.Sig(sk, m), BLS.Verpk (m, σ)),
which is speciﬁed in the afore-mentioned cryptographic setting.

The scheme is based on the afore-mentioned BLS signature
scheme [5].

R

BLS.Gen(1λ ) : Pick random x←Zp and compute the public
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4.1

4. Update Γj = Γj \ I for j = 1, . . . , i − 1 and
set Γi = I ∪ I.
5. Determine Δ ⊆ Δ according to some policy.
6. Update
⎧

⎨ H(α||mα ||pki )xi ,
for α ∈ I  Δ
sα =
sα · H(α||mα ||pki )xi , for α ∈ I Δ 
⎩
sα ,
for α ∈ (C \ I) Δ

Construction

Recall that there are n signers A1 , . . . , An ; S = {1, . . . , };
M = (m1 , . . . , m ); Γi ⊆ S is the set of indices of message
blocks that are signed by signer Ai . The scheme is described
as follows.
Setup(1λ ): On input a security parameter λ, it generates G,
GT , p, g, e, and random oracle H as speciﬁed above.
Let pp = (G, GT , p, g, e, H), which is made public.

and let
KΔ = {sα |α ∈ Δ }.

R

Gen(pp): It takes pp as input, randomly chooses xi ← Zp ,
outputs signer Ai ’s pair of private and public keys
(sk = xi , pk = g xi ).

7. Set L = [(pk1 , Γ1 ), . . . , (pki , Γi )] and return
(M  , σ  , L , edinfo )

FSign(pp, sk1 , M1 ): On input M1 = (m1 , . . . , m ), A1 determines a set Δ ⊆ S (the set of indices of blocks of
M1 that can be edited by signer A2 , including the ⊥
blocks1 ), uses sk1 = x1 to compute
 
 x1

H(i||mi ||pk1 )
,
σ1 =

where edinfo = (KΔ , Δ ).
• In the case i = n, namely that the signer is the
last one, the signer executes the same as Aj (j =
n) does, except that it sets edinfo = null. The
ﬁnal signature output is (M  , σ  , L ).
Vf(pp, M, σ, L): Given parameters pp,

i=1
x1

sets sα = H(α||mα ||pk1 ) for α ∈ Δ, KΔ = {sα },
Γ1 = S (meaning that A1 signed all the  blocks,
possibly including ⊥ blocks), edinfo1 = (KΔ , Δ), and
L1 = [(pk1 , Γ1 )]. Finally A1 sends (M1 , σ1 , L1 , edinfo1 )
to signer A2 over a private channel (which can be implemented using standard cryptosystems).

L = [(pk1 , Γ1 ), . . . , (pkn , Γn )],

and an alleged signature σ, the veriﬁer accepts the
signature if

ESign(pp, ski , M  , M, σ, L, edinfo): Parse M = (m1 , . . . , m ),
L = [(pk1 , Γ1 ), . . . , (pki−1 , Γi−1 )] where Γj (1 ≤ j ≤
i − 1) is the set of the indices of the message blocks
(including possibly ⊥ blocks) signed by Ai , M  =
(m1 , . . . , m ) and edinfo = (KΔ , Δ), where KΔ = {sα |α ∈
Δ} (herein i−1
j=1 Γj = S). If
⎛
⎞
i−1


e(σ, g) =
e⎝
H(β||mβ ||pkj ), pkj ⎠ ,
j=1

β∈Γj

abort; otherwise execute as follows:

e(σ, g) =

n

j=1

⎛
e⎝



⎞
H(β||mβ ||pkj ), pkj ⎠ ,

(4.1)

β∈Γj

and reject otherwise.
We stress that the channel between the signers are private,
which is important because the auxiliary information edinfo
should be kept secret to the respective pair of signers.

4.2

Security Analysis

Security of the above scheme is based on the security of
the BLS scheme, which is proven in [5].
Lemma 4.1. If the BLS signature scheme is (t, qs , qh , ε1 )unforgeable in the random oracle model, then our scheme
is (t , qs , qh , ε1 )-initiator-unforgeable in the random oracle
model, where t = t − O((qs + 1) · )Te , qs ≥ qs − 1, qh = qh ,
ε1 = ε1 and Te is the time cost of one exponentiation in G.

• In the case 1 < i < n, execute the following:
1. Let C = {α|mα = mα , α ∈ S} be the set
of indices of message blocks that Ai inherits
(i.e., copy-and-paste) from Ai−1 . Note that
Ai does not have to sign those blocks with
respect to C because, for example, Ai may be
uncertain about the trustworthiness of these
message blocks.
2. Choose I ⊆ C where I is the set of indices
of messages blocks that Ai inherits and will
sign as well. Let I = Δ \ (C ∩ Δ) = Δ \ C,
which is the set of indices of message blocks
Ai will edit and sign.
3. Compute
⎛
⎞ xi

 −1
σ = σ · ⎝
H(α||mα ||pki )⎠ ·
sα .
α∈I∪I

M = (m1 , . . . , m )

Proof. We prove that if there exists an adversary Aiu.cma
who can (t , qs , qh , ε1 )-break the initiator unforgeability of
our scheme, then we can construct an adversary ABLS that
can (t, qs , qh , ε1 )-break the BLS signature scheme, where t =
t + O((qs + 1) · )Te , qs ≤ (qs + 1) · , qh = qh and ε1 = ε1 .
Suppose adversary ABLS obtains from its BLS-signature
environment denoted by EBLS the system parameter ppBLS =
(G, GT , p, g, e, H) and the challenge public key pk∗ of the
BLS signature scheme. The environment EBLS provides oracle BLS.Sign that returns BLS signatures on requested messages. Then adversary ABLS starts to run adversary Aiu.cma
with public parameter pp = ppBLS where the challenge public
key pk∗ = pk1 .
For the oracle queries made by the adversary Aiu.cma , ABLS
operates as follows:

α∈I

1

This is for the sake of convenience in specifying the scheme.
Technically, A2 can edit any ⊥ block in M1 without A1 ’s
assistance. Note that this treatment has no side-eﬀect in
terms of security.

• If the adversary Aiu.cma wants to register pkj , it must
submit its corresponding private key skj as well as pkj
to ABLS . (pkj , cpkj , skj ) is inserted into list C.
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• For the FSign query on M , ABLS does the following:

to run adversary Aeu.cma with public parameter pp = ppBLS
where the challenge public key pk∗ = pki .
For the oracle queries made by the adversary Aeu.cma , ABLS
does as follows:

1. Parse M = (m1 , . . . , m ).
2. If mi = ⊥, query for the signature σi from oracle BLS.Sig on messages (i||mi ||pk1 ); otherwise
let σi = 1.

• If the adversary Aeu.cma wants to register pkj for j = i,
it must submit its corresponding private key skj as
well as pkj to ABLS . (pkj , cpkj , skj ) is inserted into list
certList.

3. Compute
σ=




σi

• If Aeu.cma makes a query on H, ABLS responds with the
answer from its own random oracle H.

i=1

4. Pick up Δ ⊆ S and let

• For ESign query on (M  , M, σ, edinfo, L), Parse M =
(m1 , . . . , m ), L = [(pk1 , Γ1 ), . . . , (pki−1 , Γi−1 )], M  =
(m1 , . . . , m ) and edinfo = (KΔ , Δ), where KΔ = {sα |α ∈
Δ} and i−1
j=1 Γj = S.

KΔ = {si = σi |i ∈ Δ}.
5. Set edinfo = (KΔ , Δ) and L = [(pk1 , Γ1 )] where
Γ1 = S.

Let

6. Output (M, σ, edinfo, L).
• If Aiu.cma makes a query on H, ABLS responds with the
answer from its own random oracle H.

1,
H(α||mα ||pki ),

if mα = ⊥
if mα =
 ⊥

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n and α ∈ S.

Adversary Aiu.cma ﬁnally outputs M = (m1 , . . . , m ), σ, L =
[(pk1 , Γ1 ), . . . , (pkn , Γn )] to win the experiment ExpES
iu.cma .
ABLS does the following to output its own forgery.

If
e(σ, g) =

1. Find the corresponding private key skj of pkj (2 ≤ j ≤
n) in the list C and computes
⎛
⎞


−x
j
⎝
⎠,
H(α||mα ||pkj )
σ̃ = σ ·
2≤j≤n



H(α||mα ||pkj ) =

i−1

j=1

⎛
e⎝



⎞
H(β||mβ ||pkj ), pkj ⎠ ,

β∈Γj

abort; else execute as follows:
– In the case 1 < i < n, execute the following:
1. Let C = {α|mα = mα , α ∈ S}
2. Choose I ⊆ C where I is the set of indices
of messages blocks that Ai will sign. Let I =
Δ \ C, which is the set of indices of message
blocks to be edited by Ai .
3. Query its own oracle BLS.Sig for

α∈Γj ∧mα =⊥

2. Let mα0 be a message block s. t.
/ M ∧ α0 ∈ Γ1 ∧ mα0 = ⊥;
mα0 ∈
3. Query oracle BLS.Sig for signatures {σα } on messages
{α||mα ||pk1 } for α, s.t. (α ∈ Γ1 ) ∧ (α = α0 ) ∧ (mα =
⊥) = 1 (if not queried previously), output
⎛
⎞−1

σBLS = σ̃ · ⎝
σα ⎠ .

Sα = H(α||mα ||pki )xi
where α ∈ (I ∪ I) ∧ mα = ⊥.
4. Deﬁne

 ⊥;
Sα , for mα =
σα =
1,
for mα = ⊥.

α∈Γ1 ∧α=α0 ∧mα =⊥

It is easy to verify that σBLS is a valid BLS signature on
α0 ||mα0 ||pk1 under pk∗ . For the time cost of reduction, we
have t = t +O(q)Te , q ≤ (qs +1)·, qh = qh and ε1 = ε1 .

5. Compute

⎛

σ = σ · ⎝

Lemma 4.2. If the BLS signature scheme is (t, qs ·, qh , ε2 )unforgeable in the random oracle model, then our scheme is
(t , qs , qh , ε2 )-editor-unforgeable in the random oracle model,
where t = t + O(qs )p, qs ≈ qs · , qh = qh , ε2 = ε2 and p is
the time cost of one pairing.



⎞ ⎛
σα ⎠ · ⎝

α∈I∪I



⎞
⎠,
s−1
α

α∈I

6. Update Γj = Γj \ (I) for j = 1, . . . , i − 1 and
set Γi = I ∪ I;
7. Pick up Δ ⊂ Δ and update
⎧

⎨ σα ,
for α ∈ I  Δ

sα =
sα · σα , for α ∈ I Δ 
⎩
sα ,
for α ∈ (C \ I) Δ

Proof. We prove that if there exists an adversary Aeu.cma
that can (t , qs , qh , ε2 )-break the editor unforgeability of our
scheme, then we can construct an adversary ABLS that can
(t, qs , qh , ε2 )-break the BLS signature scheme, where t = t +
O(qs )p, qs ≤ qs · , qh = qh and ε2 = ε2 .
At ﬁrst the adversary ABLS obtains from its environment
EBLS the system parameter ppBLS = (G, GT , p, g, e, H) and
challenge public key pk∗ of the BLS signature scheme. The
environment EBLS provides oracle BLS.Sig that returns the
BLS signature on requested message, similar to the proof
for initiator unforgeability. Then adversary ABLS starts

and let
KΔ = {sα |α ∈ Δ }.
8. Set L = [(pk1 , Γ1 ), . . . , (pki , Γi )] and return
(M  , σ  , edinfo , L )
where edinfo = (KΔ , Δ ).
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[21] and only requires a constant number of pairing operations in verifying a signature. Its security is proven in the
standard model (i.e., without using random oracle). Furthermore, this scheme doesn’t require private channels between the signers (because the information does not need to
be kept secret).

– In the case i = n, namely that the signer is the
last one, the signer does the same as Aj (j = n)
does, except that it sets edinfo = null. The ﬁnal
signature output is (M  , σ  , L ).
Adversary Aeu.cma ﬁnally outputs M = (m1 , . . . , m ), σ, L =
[(pk1 , Γ1 ), . . . , (pkn , Γn )] to win the experiment ExpES
eu.cma .
ABLS does the following to output its own forgery.

5.1

Let G, GT , p, g, e be the bilinear parameters reviewed
above (and as in [5, 21]). In this scheme, the initiator A1
determines that the i-th editor can at most edit the i-th
block mi , meaning that  = n in this case. Moreover, if Ai
does modify mi provided by A1 to obtain mi , then Ai must
sign mi ; if Ai does not modify mi provided by A1 , then Ai
must sign mi as well (compared with the previous scheme
where Ai does not have to sign mi , here Ai must either sign
mi or modify mi ).2 The scheme does not require private
channels between the signers because the “editing keys” are
somehow embedded into the private keys of the signers. As
such, there is no need for the auxiliary information edinfo.
Moreover, Γi is not needed because it is regulated that the
i-th block mi must be signed by Ai (and by A1 when Ai
does not modify mi ). Therefore, L only needs to indicate
who has already processed and signed the message.
The scheme ES = (Setup, Gen, FSign, ESign, Vf) is described
as follows:

1. Find the corresponding private key skj of pkj (1 ≤ j =
i ≤ n) in the list certList and computes
⎛
⎞


−x
j
⎝
⎠.
σ̃ = σ ·
H(α||mα ||pkj )
1≤j=i≤n

α∈Γj

2. Let mα0 be a message s. t.
/ M ∧ α0 ∈ Γi ∧ mα0 = ⊥.
mα0 ∈
3. Query oracle BLS.Sig for signatures {σα } on messages
{(α||mα ||pki )} where




(α ∈ Γi ) (α = α0 ) (mα = ⊥) = true,
output

⎛
σBLS = σ̃ · ⎝



⎞−1
σα ⎠

Construction

.

Setup(1λ ): On input a security parameter λ, it outputs

α∈Γi ∧α=α0

pp = (G, GT , p, g, e).

Therefore, it is easy to verify that σBLS is a valid BLS
signature on (α0 ||mα0 ||pki ) under pk∗ . For the time of reduction, we have t = t + O(qs )p, qs ≤ qs · , qh = qh and
ε2 = ε2 .

Gen(pp): It takes pp as input, randomly chooses
R

(xi , yi0 , yi1 , . . . , yik ) ← Z(k+2),
p
computes μi = (ui0 , ui1 , . . . , uik ) where uij = g yij for
j = 0, 1, . . . , k and Bi = e(d, g xi ), outputs the i-th
signer’s private and public key

Theorem 4.3. Our scheme is secure in the random oracle model if the CDH problem is hard on bilinear groups.
Proof. Because it was proven in [5] that the BLS scheme
is unforgeable in the random oracle model based on the CDH
assumption, the above two lemmas show that our scheme
achieves both initiator unforgeability and editor unforgeability in the random oracle model based on the
CDH assumption as well.

ski = (dxi , yi0 , . . . , yik ),

pki = (μi , Bi ).
k

Note that μi deﬁnes Hμi : {0, 1} −→ G by setting
 k

 m[j]
Hμi (m) = ui0
,
uij
j=1

Note that in the above scheme, the ﬁnal editable signature
of a message is just one group element of G (e.g., 160 bits
if we use the parameters in [5]). However, the intermediate signatures should include the “editing keys” for the next
editor, which could lead to O() communication complexity. Veriﬁcation also costs a linear number of pairings for a
single signature. In summary, the resulting editable signatures are short, but their veriﬁcation requires O(n) pairing
operations. Next we will show a more eﬃcient scheme that
reduces the intermediate signature size and veriﬁcation cost,
but at the price of restricting the freedom of editors in terms
of which message blocks they can edit.

where m[j] is the j-th bit of message m, which itself
could be a hash value, say m = h(a) of some message
a where h : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}k . We can deﬁne



H(M ) =

Hμi (mi )

j=1

where M = (m1 , . . . , m ).
FSign(pp, sk1 , M ): It takes M = (m1 , m2 , . . . , m ) as input,
picks up L = [φ, (pk1 , . . . , pk )] and computes the following:

5. NON-SWITCHABLE EDITABLE SIGNATURES

R

1. Randomly choose r ← Zp and compute
 
r

x1
Hμi (mi ) , t = g r ,
s=d ·

Now we present an editable signature scheme that allows
the initiator (the ﬁrst signer) assigns the blocks that can be
edited by the respective editors, who however do not have
such power. We call such a variant non-switchable editable
signatures. This scheme is based on the Waters signatures

i=1
2

In a future work, we will show that it is possible to eliminate
this restriction. Nevertheless, the security proof will become
more involved.
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and set σ  = (s, t) and M  = M .

5.2

Security Results



2. Set L = [(pk1 ), (pk2 , . . . , pk )] meaning that A1
has already signed M , but the others haven’t, output (M  , σ  , L ).

Lemma 5.1. If the Waters signature scheme is (t, q, ε1 )unforgeable, then our scheme is (t − O(q), q, ε1 )-initiatorunforgeable.

ESign(pp, ski , M  , M, σ, L) for 1 < i ≤ n: Parse input message M = (m1 , . . . , m ), input signature σ = (s, t),
list L = [(pk1 , . . . , pki−1 ), (pki , pki+1 , . . . , pk )] meaning that A1 , . . . , Ai−1 have processed. Abort the execution if
 

i−1


Bj · e
Hμj (mj ), t ;
e(s, g) =
j=1

Proof. We prove that if there exists an adversary A that
can (t , q  , ε1 )-break the initiator unforgeability of our nonswitchable editable signature scheme, then we can construct
an adversary B that can (t, q, ε1 )-break the Waters signature
scheme, where t = t − O(q), q  = q and ε1 = ε1 .
At the beginning we assume that adversary B obtains
from its Waters signature environment denoted by Ewaters the
system parameter ppwaters = (G, GT , p, g, e, u10 , {u1j }1≤j≤k ),
∗
and the challenge public key pk1 = pkw
of the Waters signature scheme. Here we assume that the message length of
the underlying Waters signature scheme is k.
The environment Ewaters provides an oracle W.Sig that returns the Waters signature on requested message. Then adversary B starts adversary A with public parameter pp =
∗
ppwaters and the challenge public key pk1 = pk∗ = pkw
.
For the oracle queries made by the adversary A, B executes as follows:

j=1

otherwise execute as follows:
• In the case 1 < i < n, execute the following:
1. Randomly choose r from Zp and compute

t = t · g r .

2. Parse M = (m1 , . . . , mi−1 , mi , mi+1 , . . . , m ).
3. If mi = mi (replacing mi in M with mi in
M  ), compute


s = dxi · s · t

k

j=1


yij (mi [j]−mi [j])

• If the adversary A wants to register pkv = (μv , Bv ) for
2 ≤ v ≤  where μv = (uv0 , uv1 , . . . , uvk ) and Bv =
e(d, g xv ), it must submit its corresponding private key
skv = (dxv , yv0 , . . . , yvk ) where uvj = g yvj for j =
0, 1, . . . , k, as well as pkv to B. Then (pkv , cpkv , skv ) is
inserted into list certList.


r 
· H(M  ) ,

where mi [j] and mi [j] are the j-th bits of
message mi and mi , respectively. Otherwise,
(mi = mi and M  = M ), compute s =

dxi · s · H(M )r .

4. Let L = [(pk1 , . . . , pki ), (pki+1 , . . . , pk )], σ  =
(s , t ) and send (M  , σ  , L ) to the next signer.

• For FSign query (M, L), B ﬁrst parse σ = (s, t), L =
[φ, F ] then does as follows:

• In the case i = n, execute the same as in the above
except that (M  , σ  , L ) is the ﬁnal message and
signature that can be released into an information
network.

1. Parse M = (m1 , m2 , . . . , m );
2. Make a W.Sig query from Ewaters and obtains the
signature σ1 = (s1 , t1 ) on message m1 (if not
queried) where

Vf(pp, M, σ, L): Given parameters pp, L = [(pk1 , . . . , pk ), φ],
a message M = (m1 , . . . , m ) and an alleged signature
σ = (s, t), the veriﬁer accepts the signature if

e(s, g) = e(H(M ), t)




s1 = dx1 · Hμ1 (m1 )r ,
t1 = g r .
3. Look for skv = (dxv , yv0 , . . . , yvk ) from list certList
for all v = i and compute

Bi ,

(5.1)

i=1

e=

and reject otherwise.




yv0 +

v=2

k
 


(mv [j] · yvj ),

v=2 j=1


s = s1 · te1 · H(M  )r ,

In order to further clarify the diﬀerence between the two
schemes, we here reiterate that in the ﬁnal signature, the
ﬁrst block m1 is always signed by the initiator A1 alone (i.e.,
not edited by any Ai with i > 1). Whereas, the i-th block
mi is ﬁrst “drafted and signed” by A1 and then processed
by Ai in one of the following fashions: (i) Ai concurs with
A1 and thus signs mi as well. In this case mi is eﬀectively
signed with a multisignature by A1 and Ai . (ii) Ai modiﬁes
mi , which was provided by A1 , to obtain mi = mi . In this
case mi in the ﬁnal message is only signed by Ai .
The non-switchable editable signature scheme is much
more eﬃcient than the fully editable signature scheme, in
terms of both communication and computation since we do
not require the initiator to transmit the auxiliary information. However, in addition to that the public keys are longer,
a signature consists of two group elements that are longer
than a signature in the previous scheme.



t = t 1 · g r .
where mv [j] is the j-th bit of the v-th block of
message mv and r is a random number in Zp .
4. Let E = (pk1 ) and F = (pk2 , . . . , pk ).
5. Set σ  = (s , t ), L = [E, F ], and output (M  =
M, σ  , L ) as the response of B to such a query.
Adversary A ﬁnally outputs (M, σ = (s, t), L = [E, F ])
to win the experiment ExpES
iu.cma , where F = φ. B parse
M = (m1 , . . . , m ), where m1 ∈
/ M since it is a valid forgery.
Then, it executes the following to obtain a forgery of the
Waters signature σw .
1. Look for skv = (dxv , yv0 , . . . , yvk ) from list certList for
all v = 1.
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where mv [j] is the j-th bit of the v-th block of
message mv and r is a random number in Zp .

2. Compute
e=




yv0 +

v=2



s = s · t−e ·

k
 


(mv [j] · yvj ),

3. Let E = (pk1 , . . . , pki ), F = (pki+1 , . . . , pk )

−1

4. Set σ  = (s , t ), L = [E, F ], and output (M  , σ  , L )
as the response of B to such a query.

v=2 j=1



dxv

,

Adversary A ﬁnally outputs (M, σ = (s, t), L = [E, F ])
to win the experiment ExpES
eu.cma , where F = φ. B parse
M = (m1 , . . . , m ), where mi ∈
/ M since it is a valid forgery.
Then, does the following to obtain a forgery of the Waters
signature σw

v=2


t = t.
where mv [j] is the j-th bit of the v-th block of message
mv .
3. Set σw = (s , t ).

1. Look for skv = (dxv , yv0 , . . . , yvk ) from list certList for
all v = i.

Then, σw is a valid Waters signature on m1 . For time cost
in reduction, we have t = t + O(q), q  = q and ε1 = ε1 .

2. Compute

Lemma 5.2. If the Waters signature scheme is (t, q, ε2 )unforgeable, then the above non-switchable editable signature
scheme is (t − O(q), q, ε2 )-editor-unforgeable.
Proof. We prove that if there exists an adversary A that
can (t , q  , ε2 )-break the editor unforgeability of our nonswitchable editable signature scheme, then we can construct
an adversary B that can (t, q, ε2 )-break the Waters signature
scheme, where t = t − O(q), q  = q and ε2 = ε2 .
At the beginning we assume that adversary B obtains
from its environment Ewaters the system parameter ppwaters =
(G, GT , p, g, e, ui0 , {uij }1≤j≤k ) for some ﬁxed i, and chal∗
lenge public key pkw
of the Waters signature scheme. Here
we assume that the message length of the underlying Waters
signature scheme is k.
The environment Ewaters provides an oracle W.Sig that returns the Waters signature on requested message. Then adversary B starts adversary A with public parameter pp =
∗
ppwaters and the challenge public key pki = pk∗ = pkw
.
For the oracle queries made by the adversary A, B executes the following:

e=





⎞−1

xv ⎠

d

,

where mv [j] is the j-th bit of the v-th block of message
mv .
3. Set σw = (s , t ).
Then, σw is a valid Waters signature on mi . For time cost
in reduction, we have t = t − O(q), q  = q and ε2 = ε2 .
Theorem 5.3. Our scheme is secure if the CDH problem
in bilinear groups is hard.
Proof. Since the Waters signature scheme is unforgeable
under the CDH assumption, the above two lemmas show
that our scheme is initiator-unforgeable and editorunforgeable without using random oracles based on the
CDH assumption.

6.

RELATED WORK

While there have been many studies on data provenance
[6, 19, 20, 11, 10, 3], the security aspect of data provenance
has not been investigated until very recently [7, 12, 24, 23,
14, 22]. However, existing studies focused on what we called
passive data provenance. In this paper, we introduced the
novel concept of proactive or assured data provenance, which
further guided us to propose the novel cryptographic technique we call editable signatures, which are a building-block
for achieving assured data provenance management. Coincidentally, as shown in Section 2, the concept of editable
signatures generalizes both multisignatures and aggregate
signatures.

1. Make a W.Sig query from Ewaters and obtains the
signature (si , ti ) on message mi where
si = dxi · Hμi (mi )r ,
ti = g r .
2. Let M  = (m1 , m2 , . . . , mi , mi+1 , . . . , m ) (replacing mi by mi in M ) and compute
yv0 +

(mv [j] · yvj ),

v=i j=1

t = t.

if invalid, abort; otherwise

7. CONCLUSION
We introduced the novel concept of assured data provenance which, unlike existing passive data provenance approach, aims to “distill” less trustworthy data before they
enter into an information network. This concept further
guided us to propose a novel cryptographic tool, called editable signatures, which can be adopt to facilitate assured
provenance management.

(mv [j] · yvj ),

v=i j=1

v=i

·⎝

k


v=i

pkj ∈E

e=

⎛
−e

s =s·t

• For ESign query (mi , M, σ, L), B ﬁrst parse σ = (s, t),
L = [E, F ] and check the validity by

?
e(s, g)=
Bj · e (t, H(M )) ,

k


yv0 +

v=i

• If the adversary A wants to register pkv = (μv , Bv ) for
1 ≤ v = i ≤  where μv = (uv0 , uv1 , . . . , uvk ) and Bv =
e(d, g xv ), it must submit its corresponding private key
skv = (dxv , yv0 , . . . , yvk ) where uvj = g yvj for j =
0, 1, . . . , k, as well as pkv to B. Then (pkv , cpkv , skv ) is
inserted into list C.







s = si · tei · H(M  )r ,


t = ti · g r .
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There are many questions for future research. In addition
to those mentioned in the body of the paper, here we give
more examples. On one hand, it would be very interesting
to explore a full-ﬂedged framework for characterizing the
concept of assured data provenance. On the other hand,
it is interesting to construct full-ﬂedged editable signature
schemes that operate in the weakest plain public-key (PPK)
model [2] (where so-called “rogue key attack” is allowed)
without random oracles. Our ﬁrst scheme was proven secure
in the KOSK model, but we believe that it can be proven
secure in the weakest PPK model. However, this scheme is
not as eﬃcient as our second scheme, which is nevertheless
diﬃcult to be made secure in the PPK model. It is also
interesting to construct practical editable signature models
in the weaker operational models [17] such as the Proof of
Possession (POP) of private key model [18].
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